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Abstract. The effect of injection molding parameters (screw rotational speed, back pressure, injec-tion flow rate and holding pressure) on the nanofiller dispersion of melt-mixed PP/clay nanocomposites was investigated. The nanocomposites
containing 4 wt% clay were obtained by dilution of a PP/clay masterbatch into a PP matrix. The evaluation of the dispersion
degree was obtained from dynamic rheological measurements. The storage modulus and complex viscosity exhibit significant dependence on the injection molding parameters. PP/clay nanocomposite molded using more severe injection parameters (high shear and long residence time) displays the highest storage modulus and complex viscosity, which illustrates the
improved dispersion of clay platelets. This better dispersion leads to better mechanical properties particularly higher Young
modulus, tensile strength and unnotched impact strength. A Taguchi analysis was used to identify the influence of individual process parameters. The major individual parameter is the injection flow rate, whose increase improves nanoclay dispersion. The combination of high back pressure and high screw rotational speed is also necessary to optimize the dispersion
of clay nanoplatelets.
Keywords: nanocomposites, masterbatch, polypropylene, montmorillonite, rheology

1. Introduction

Polymer layered silicate (PLS) nanocomposites are
materials in which the reinforcing elements (called
nanofillers) are nano-sized at least in one direction
leading to very high aspect ratio (length/thickness
> 100), surface area (100–1000 m2/g), and surface
area to volume ratio [1–2]. The interfacial effects
are therefore predominant in that case com-pared
with the conventional reinforcements like talc or
glass fibers even at very low filler loading level
(around 5 wt%). Proper dispersion of nanofillers is
a key issue, and as soon as it is achieved, is reflected
in superior specific mechanical, thermal, flame retardancy and barrier properties [1–2]. The most commonly developed polymer nanocomposites are based
on clay silicate layered nanoplatelets and montmo-

rillonite is the most widely used among them due to
its natural abundance and high aspect ratio. The
extent of property improvement mainly depends on
the dispersion and/or exfoliation of clay nanoplatelets. The exfoliation of clay platelets is an uphill
task, particularly in non-polar polymer like polypropylene (PP) because of the unfavorable enthalpic
interaction with the highly hy-drophilic clay, which
prohibits the diffusion of polymer molecules into
the intergallery space. Even if attempts have been
made to use pristine (unmodified) clay [3–6], modification of clay with organic agents and addition of
compatibilizers such as maleic anhydride (MA) are
common solutions used to improve the interaction
between PP and clay nanoplatelets. Thereby improved
dispersion and thus mechanical properties may be
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achieved [7–14] even if full exfoliation cannot be
obtained in PP matrices due to the huge polarity difference between the matrix and the clay [15, 16].
The most popular manufacturing process to produce in an economically viable way very complex
shape thermoplastic parts for various industrial applications in a single and rapid automatic step (mass
production) is injection molding. However, various
parameters viz. screw rotation speed, back pressure,
injection flow rate, mold temperature, melt temperature, holding pressure, etc., are likely to affect the
properties of the injection molded products. The
influence of the above-mentioned parameters on
mechanical properties of PP was studied extensively [17–19]. However, the literature available on
the influence of these parameters on the dispersion
of the nanoplatelets in the clay-based nanocomposites is still limited. Authors mainly focused on extrusion process [20–25].
Besides, direct processing (i.e. addition of the nanofillers directly into the host polymer matrix so as to
reach the targeted particle weight content) was generally used in the above-mentioned studies. However, masterbatch-based nanocomposites processing (i.e. dilution in a host thermoplastic of a masterbatch highly concentrated in nanofillers) is usually
preferred by plastics converters as it avoids direct
handling of health hazardous and environmentally
unfriendly nanomaterials in industrial production
workshops. Nevertheless, the influence of the masterbatch-based processing conditions on the nanofiller dispersion in polymer nanocomposites is
sparsely reported in the literature [25–29].
It is therefore worth clarifying the relationship
between various injection-molding conditions and
the dispersion of clay nanoplatelets in the case of PP
nanocomposites obtained by melt-mixing from a
PP/clay masterbatch. The influence of injection flow
rate, holding pressure, back pressure and screw
rotation speed will be investigated in particular in
this study, the nanoclay dispersion being assessed
using dynamic rheological measurements.

2. Background on assessment of nanofiller
dispersion by dynamic rheological
measurements
The main issue to solve is to get a representative
evaluation of the dispersion degree at the macroscopic scale. Transmission electron microscopy and

X-ray diffraction are widely used but provide qualitative assessment only. Alternatively, dynamic rheology may provide a semi-quantitative evaluation
of the clay nanoplatelets dispersion degree as the
reduction of the filler size down to nanometric scale
substantially modifies the viscoelastic properties of
filled polymers [30–33].
Actually, it is well admitted that the exfoliated and/
or disordered intercalated silicate layers form a network type structure rendering the system highly
elastic as revealed by the appearance of a secondary
plateau for the dynamic storage modulus (G!) in the
low frequency regime. This gradual change of the
behavior from liquid-like to solid-like is mainly
correlated to the extent of dispersion and distribution of the clay platelets that form a three-dimensional percolating network. The tendency of formation of this mesoscopic structure gradually increases
with increasing degree of dispersion of the silicate
layers in the polymer matrix. The existence of the
solid-like rheological behavior of the polymer/clay
nanocomposites is attributed to the frictional interactions between the highly anisotropic silicate layers. They become particularly significant when percolation (defined as the formation of a long range
connectivity) is obtained leading to a frequency
independent behavior at the lower frequencies.
Hoffmann et al. [34] confirmed that the higher storage moduli (G!) and the lower terminal slope in G!
vs frequency (!) plot illustrated the profound interaction between the silicate platelets and their trend
to form a three dimensional superstructure. According to Chow et al. [35], the stability of the clay dispersion can be related to the terminal slope, i.e. the
higher the slope the less stable the clay dispersion.
Moreover, the appearance of a stronger shear thinning effect and higher complex viscosity (|"*|) in
the lower frequency region indicates a strong intercalation and/or exfoliation process of clay platelets.
According to these authors, if the clay layers are
well separated from each other (i.e. at exfoliated
stage), then shear thinning is more likely to occur
than in the case of intercalated composites. Also,
the frictional and electrostatic interactions between
the many dispersed clay platelets can lead to higher
complex viscosity value. Wang et al. [36] also discussed this issue. The silicate sheets have positively
charged edges and negatively charged faces. This
electrostatic interaction between the exfoliated clay
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platelets leads to strong filler-filler interaction
between the clay platelets. The closer vicinity of
these clay platelets, probably due to the larger number density and the electrostatic interaction between
them, is responsible for higher complex viscosity
since the oriented clay platelets under shear field
can recover quickly after shear cessation. Galgali et
al. [8] suggested that the dramatic decrease in creep
compliance of compatibilized PP-clay nanocomposites could be due to the frictional interaction
between the clay platelets. Therefore larger shear
force is required to overcome this frictional interaction between the clay platelets leading to higher
complex viscosity value.
Finally, all the authors agree about the correlation
between the rheological properties of the nanocomposites at low frequency and the nanofiller dispersion
degree. Thus, the comparison of the rheological properties at low frequency of different nanocomposites
obtained using various injection molding conditions
may allow assessing the influence of each injection
molding parameter on the dispersion degree of the
clay nanoplatelets.

3. Experimental

The materials studied were 4 wt% organoclay filled
PP nanocomposites (NC) prepared by diluting a
masterbatch containing 40 wt% clay (Nanoblend
1001, PolyOne, USA) with PP homopolymer with a
MFI of 12 g/10 min (B10FB, PolyChim, France) by
melt blending technique using a twin screw extruder
(BC 45, Clextral, France) with length/diameter ratio
L/D = 28. The compounding was carried out using a
rotation speed of 70 rpm at a flow rate of 9 kg/h.
The barrel and die temperature settings ranged from
200 to 220°C. In these conditions the residence time
was about 5 min. The neat PP and extruded PP nanocomposites were injection-molded using a 800 kN
clamping force injection molding machine (KM80,
Krauss Maffei, Germany). The geometry of the injection-molded samples was a 2 mm thick box with a
U shape (Figure 1) so as to roughly reproduce the
geometry of many industrial parts (boxes, bumper,

Figure 1. Typical part manufactured by injection moulding

dash board insert …). The mould cavity was fed by
a sprue gate. The set-up injection molding conditions (L at low level and H at high level) are compiled in Table 1. The parameters levels were chosen
considering the capacity of the injection-molding
machine. Preliminary tests were carried out with the
studied materials to determine the possible range of
parameters (processing window). For instance, the
boundaries of holding pressure are the maximum
holding pressure reachable by the injection molding
machine and the minimum pressure giving a part of
good quality.
The designation of the various samples obtained
that way is the following: PP-H and NC-H, respectively, for the PP and PP nanocomposites which
were injection-molded with all set-up parameters at
high levels; PP-L and NC-L, respectively, for the PP
and PP nanocomposites which were injectionmolded with all set-up parameters at low levels. The
influence of individual injection molding parameters on the nanoclay dispersion was studied using a
L16 (215) orthogonal array design of experiment
(DOE) based on the Taguchi method [37]. The DOE
was based on four factors (injection flow rate (Q),
holding pressure (HP), back pressure (BP), screw
rotation speed (SS)) and two interactions between
factors (injection flow rate/holding pressure and
screw rotation speed/back pressure). The others processing parameters (holding time, cooling time…)
were kept constant. The designation of the nanocomposites samples used for Taguchi analysis is
NC-X where X denotes the trial number. Table 2

Table 1. Factors (injection molding parameters) and levels selected in the DOE

Assigned set-up
level

Factors
Injection flow rate (Q) Holding pres-sure (HP) Back pressure (BP) Screw speed (SS)
Assigned test level
[cm3/s]
[bar]
[bar]
[rpm]
High level (H)
50
350
65
90
Low level (L)
25
250
35
50
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Table 2. L16 (215) orthogonal array used for the Taguchi
DOE
Injection
flow rate
(Q)
NC-1 (NC-H)
High
NC-2
Low
NC-3
High
NC-4
High
NC-5
High
NC-6
High
NC-7
High
NC-8
High
NC-9
Low
NC-10
Low
NC-11
Low
NC-12
Low
NC-13
Low
NC-14
Low
NC-15
High
NC-16 (NC-L)
Low
Trial #

Holding
pres-sure
(HP)
High
High
Low
High
High
High
Low
Low
High
High
Low
Low
Low
High
Low
Low

Back
Screw ropressure
tation
(BP)
speed (SS)
High
High
High
High
High
High
Low
High
High
Low
Low
Low
High
Low
Low
High
High
Low
Low
High
High
High
Low
High
High
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

gathers the injection-molding parameters of the
nanocomposites samples used for the Taguchi analysis.
The dynamic rheological tests were carried out on
samples cut from the edge of the U-shaped injection-molded parts using a rotational rheometer
(ARES, Rheometric Scientific, USA) in dynamic frequency sweep mode starting from 0.1 to 100 rad/s
at 170°C under air atmosphere. The cone and plate
configuration with a cone angle of 0.1 rad was used.
All the tests were performed at 10% fixed strain
rate in the linear viscoelastic domain. PP nanocomposites have a linear viscoelastic behavior until a
strain amplitude of about 30%. Storage modulus
(G!) and complex viscosity (|"*|) were calculated
from the tests with data collected at ten points per
decade.
Mechanical properties of all compounded materials
were determined on standard injection-molded test
specimens. Young modulus and elongation at break
of the molded dog bone shaped test specimens were
measured using a tensile machine (Instron 1185,
USA) at a crosshead rate of 20 mm/min at 25°C
according to ISO 527 standard. Charpy notched and
un-notched impact tests were carried out as per ISO
179-1 standard at 25°C using an impact pendulum
(Zwick, Germany). All the reported values were
calculated as average over five specimens for each
composition.

Morphological analysis was performed on cryofactured surfaces of nanocomposites. A thin layer of
carbon was sputter deposited onto the sample. Imaging of the nanocomposite was carried out under high
vacuum with an Scanning Electron Microscope (S4300SE/N, Hitachi, Japan) operating at 5 kV.
Structure of the nanocomposites was evaluated by
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) on injection-molded samples. Ultrathin sections were cut at
ambient temperature with a microtome (Leica
Reichert FCS) and collected on a 300 mesh copper
grid before observation by TEM microscope (Leo
922).

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Effect of processing conditions on
nanofiller dispersion

Rheological measurements were used to evaluate
the dispersion of the clay nanoplatelets for nanocomposites (NC-L and NC-H) obtained by injection
molding with different processing parameters. For
comparison purpose the neat PP (PP-L and PP-H)
was injection molded in the same conditions. Compared to PP-L and NC-L, the nanocomposite NC-H
and the PP-H were injection molded with a higher
injection flow rate, holding pressure, back pressure
and rotational speed so as to increase the dispersion
of the clay platelets.
Figures 2 and 3 show the storage modulus (G!) and
complex viscosity (|"*|) as a function of frequency
(!) respectively. The different processing parameters have no significant effect on the rheological

Figure 2. Storage modulus (G!) as a function of frequency
for PP and PP nanocomposites injection molded
with all process parameters set-up at low (PP-L,
NC-L) level and high (PP-H, NC-H) level
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behavior of the polymer matrix, the G! and |"*|
curves being similar for both PP samples (PP-L and
PP-H). G! at low frequency is higher upon addition
of clay into PP. Moreover, the rheological properties are modified depending on injection molding
parameters. The storage modulus G! of the NC-H
nanocomposite is higher than the one of the NC-L
nanocomposite. As no significant effect of the injection molding parameters is noticed for neat PP, this
difference may be ascribed to the improved dispersion of nanoclay when injection flow rate, holding
pressure, back pressure and screw rotational speed
increase.
Both nanocomposites NC-L and NC-H show no
percolation as G! is frequency dependent even at
low frequency (Figure 2). This might be explained
by the limited dispersion degree due to unfavorable
interaction between PP and clay nanoplatelets and
by the low clay content (4% wt), whereas the percolation is generally observed at higher clay concentration [8]. Moreover, this tends to evidence that
exfoliation does not occur during injection molding
leading to intercalated nanocomposites with a dispersion degree insufficient to achieve a percolation
effect. However, during the injection molding process
of NC-H nanocomposites, due to better plasticating
and/or more severe shearing conditions, the size of
the clay tactoids is reduced and the aspect ratio
increases. This issue will be discussed later on the
basis of microstructural characterization.
The evolution of the complex viscosity |"*| of both
PP references (PP-L and PP-H) is quite similar at all
frequencies (Figure 3). In the case of nanocompos-

Figure 3. Complex viscosity (|"*|) as a function of frequency for PP and PP nanocomposites injection
molded with all process parameters set-up at low
(PP-L, NC-L) level and high (PP-H, NC-H) level

Table 3. Terminal slope, storage modulus G!, shear thinning
coefficient n and complex viscosity |"*| at 0.1 rad/s
of PP and PP/clay nanocomposites
Material
PP-L
PP-H
NC-L
NC-H

Terminal
slope
1.23
1.21
1.00
0.98

Storage
modulus,
G! [Pa]
48
49
71
107

Shear
Complex
thinning
viscosity,
coefficient, n |"*| [Pa·s]
–0.14
3110
–0.15
3104
–0.26
3620
–0.28
5270

ites (NC-L and NC-H), the viscosities are higher
deviating from the behavior of neat PP. The viscosity is also clearly higher for NC-H nanocomposite
compared to NC-L nanocomposite confirming the
better dispersion obtained in this latter case.
In order to quantitatively assess the clay platelets
dispersion in the PP matrix, the storage modulus G!,
complex viscosity |"*|, terminal slope and shear
thinning coefficient n values of PP and its nanocomposites at 0.1 rad/s are compiled in Table 3. The
terminal slope is defined as the slope of the G! vs
frequency (!) curve in the low frequency region
(below 100 rad/s). The shear thinning coefficient is
defined as the n exponent of the power law fitting
the complex viscosity vs frequency (!) curves. At
low frequency (0.1 rad/s), the storage modulus and
complex viscosity are higher for NC-H than for
NC-L nanocomposites. This could be explained as
follows. NC-L nanocomposite being molded at lower
injection flow rate (meaning lower shear induced
during injection step), larger particles are present.
The number density of clay platelets and tactoids is
therefore lower and might be less than the critical
level required to significantly modify the rheological behavior in the low frequency region. Micrographs of cryo-fractured surfaces indicate a number
of clay platelets lower for NC-L (Figure 4a) than
for NC-H (Figure 5a). Lower number of silicate
particles coupled with poor affinity with the apolar
PP matrix leads to slightly lower storage modulus
and complex viscosity values for NC-L compared
to NC-H. Lots of voids or micro-cracks on the surface confirm the poor filler-matrix bonding in both
NC-L and NC-H. The other important parameters
(viz. back pressure and screw rotation speed) that
control the plastication step during which the dispersion process generally begins, were also set up at
the lower level. These lower level of injection-molding parameters do not promote the delamination of
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Figure 4. SEM images of cryo-fractured surface of NC-L nanocomposite at low (a) and high (b) magnification

Figure 5. SEM images of cryo-fractured surface of NC-H nanocomposite at low (a) and hig (b) magnification

the clay tactoids and the homogeneous dispersion
of clay platelets. Therefore, the dispersion degree of
clay platelets may be lower in NC-L than in NC-H.
SEM micrographs (Figure 4b and 5b) also confirm
this and hence explain lower storage modulus and
complex viscosity values measured for NC-L nanocomposites.
TEM observations (Figure 6 and 7) further provide
supporting evidence of the above-mentioned trend.
Clay platelets are dispersed as tactoids and the
structure of both nanocomposites is intercalated.
Few isolated platelets are observed. However, in the
case of NC-H nanocomposite some exfoliated clay
platelets are visible, even if not in a sufficient number to influence significantly the rheological properties of the nanocomposites. The comparison of
NC-H and NC-L nanocomposites TEM observations demonstrates clearly that the dispersion
degree is higher in the case of NC-H nanocomposite which presents tactoids of smaller size (length

below 1 "m and width around 200 nm) and thus
higher interface area.
However, as attested by the rheological measurements, none of the nanocomposites presents a sufficient dispersion of the layered silicate as the Newtonian plateau remains. Indeed, the increase of G!
and |"*| is usually attributed to the formation of stable three-dimensional network structures, which
might consist of exfoliated clay platelets in larger
extent because the percolation network could be
built in any polymers regardless of its polarity and
molecular weight [38]. Moreover, NC-L and NC-H
nanocomposites have low shear thinning behavior
compared to results reported elsewhere [39]. Even
if the dispersion is improved in the case of NC-H
compared to NC-L, no or few exfoliation has
occured and the extent of intercalation is limited
compared to the dispersion commonly obtained in
the case of PA6 nanocomposites [40–43].
In order to evaluate the effect of the injection-molding induced dispersion of clay, the mechanical
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Figure 6. TEM images surface of NC-L nanocomposite at low (a) and high (b) magnification

Figure 7. TEM images surface of NC-H nanocomposite at low (a) and high (b) magnification
Table 4. Tensile and Charpy impact properties of PP and PP nanocomposites (average value±standard deviation)
Material
PP-L
PP-H
NC-L
NC-H

Young
modulus
[MPa]
1280 ± 20
1254 ± 23
1617 ± 54
1687 ± 45

Yield stress
[MPa]
28.9 ± 0.3
28.8 ± 0.3
35.3 ± 0.6
35.6 ± 0.6

Tensile el-ongation
at break
[%]
616 ± 15
613 ± 12
100 ± 22
103 ± 23

properties of the nanocomposites NC-L and NC-H
were measured and compared to neat PP. The values of tensile properties (Young modulus, yield

Stress at break
[MPa]
35.2 ± 0.6
34.7 ± 0.5
8.7 ± 6.1
12.9 ± 5.2

Impact strength – Impact strength –
unnotched
notched
[kJ/m2]
[kJ/m2]
117 ± 8
2.4 ± 0.2
120 ± 9
2.3 ± 0.1
52 ± 4
4.3 ± 0.9
64 ± 8
3.9 ± 0.9

stress, stress and elongation at break) and Charpy
impact strength are reported in Table 4.
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Compared to neat PP (PP-L and PP-H), the increase
of the Young modulus for NC-L is about 25%
whereas the increase for NC-H is slightly higher
(30% compared to PP). The dispersion degree does
not significantly modify the yield stress. The influence of the clay dispersion degree is much more
visible on the stress at break. The higher dispersion
degree in the case of NC-H nanocomposite tends to
increase significantly (+50%) the stress at break.
Whereas the elongation at break is usually expected
to be influenced by the dispersion state, the difference between NC-L and NC-H is here negligible,
considering the decrease of ductility when the clay
platelets are added into the PP matrix and the standard deviations (experimental data dispersion).
A similar trend is observed for the unnotched
impact strength (e.g. toughness decrease upon addition of nanoclay into PP). Conversely, in the case of
notched impact strength, the nanocomposites NC-L
and NC-H have a higher toughness compared to PP.
This is due to the fact that notched impact behavior
is controlled to a greater extent by factors affecting
the propagation of fracture due to stress concentration at the notch tip. The presence of dispersed clay
tactoids may restrict the propagation leading to
higher toughness as already observed in the case of
PP/carbon nanotube nanocomposites [44, 45]. Concerning the impact strength, the toughness of the
better dispersed NC-H nanocomposites tends to be
higher (+20%) when measured on unnotched samples.
Finally, it may be concluded that the clay dispersion
is influenced by the injection molding conditions.
This difference of dispersion degree is sufficient to
lead to variations in mechanical properties and thus
justifies the optimization of the injection molding
parameters so as to take the most of these nanocomposites.

Figure 8. Effect of injection molding parameters on storage
modulus G! of PP/Clay nanocomposites – Standard deviations represent data scattering when the
considered factor is set-up to its low or high level
in the Taguchi DOE

4.2. Optimization of processing parameters
A Taguchi Design Of Experiment (DOE) was used
to point out the extent of influence of individual
injection molding parameters (also called factors)
and their interactions on the nanoclay dispersion
[37]. The storage modulus G! was chosen as output
parameter for the Taguchi analysis because of its
correlation with the nanoplatelets dispersion as
already discussed previously. Figures 8 and 9 respectively present the influence of individual injection
molding parameters and the influence of the interactions (Taguchi effect graphs). Figure 10 shows
the contributions of the individual parameters and
interactions to the storage modulus determined
from the DOE.
This Taguchi analysis indicates that injection flow
rate and back pressure are the two most important
individual injection molding parameters that govern
the storage modulus of PP/clay nanocomposites and
thus, the nanoplatelets dispersion degree. Among
them injection flow rate is the dominant factor.
Screw rotation speed has little effect. Holding pressure does not show any effect. Therefore the opti-

Figure 9. Influence of interactions between injection molding parameters on storage modulus G! of PP/clay nanocomposites
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Figure 10. Contribution of individual factors and interactions between factors to the storage modulus
(G!) variations of PP/clay nanocomposites, from
the Taguchi DOE analysis

mum injection molding condition for PP nanocomposites leading to the higher storage modulus should
have higher injection flow rate, higher back pressure and higher screw rotation speed. The storage
modulus data reported in Table 5 confirm this trend.
A reduction in holding pressure (NC-3) does not
affect the storage modulus significantly compared
to NC-H. However, the reduction in any of other
three injection molding parameters lowers the storage modulus compared to NC-H, although the
extent of decrement depends on the considered
injection molding parameter. This set of optimum
conditions leading to the highest storage modulus
was logically expected because the dispersion of
clay layers begins at the plastication step, which
Table 5. Experimental data obtained by dynamic rheological measurements – Storage modulus (G!) and
complex viscosity (|"*|) of PP/clay nanocomposites at 0.1 rad/s
Material
NC-1 (NC-H)
NC-2
NC-3
NC-4
NC-5
NC-6
NC-7
NC-8
NC-9
NC-10
NC-11
NC-12
NC-13
NC-14
NC-15
NC-16 (NC-L)

G!
[Pa]
107
74
104
79
76
59
73
74
59
62
58
63
80
86
66
71

Complex viscosity,
|"*| [Pa·s]
5270
4259
5096
4385
4289
3170
3657
3576
3241
3314
3203
3379
4409
4520
3359
3620

involves parameters such as back pressure and
screw rotation speed [46]. Generally a higher plastication effect would result in a better distribution
and/or dispersion of clay layers. The increase of
shearing force due to the high screw rotation speed
causes a better dispersion of clay layers whereas the
high back pressure further promotes the dispersion
and favors the distribution of the clay domains by
providing higher residence time in the barrel.
Taguchi analysis shows that the back pressure displays a higher contribution (more than twice) as
compared to the screw rotation speed. It tends to
prove that, considering the plastication step, the
optimization of the nanoclay dispersion requires the
increase of the residence time more than the
increase of shearing. After the plastication step, the
injection step is crucial considering that the injection flow rate is the most important parameter and
brings a huge change in the storage modulus values
(comparison of NC-H and NC-2). The very high
shearing forces induced during the injection step
may promote the final delamination of the clay tactoids homogeneously distributed during the plastication step.
The interactions between injection flow rate and
holding pressure (Q-HP), and between the back
pressure and screw rotation speed (BP-SS) were
also considered (Figure 9) The interaction between
the screw rotation speed and the back pressure has a
significant influence on the storage modulus when
compared with the contribution of the corresponding factors. Also, the interaction between holding
pressure and injection flow rate does not show any
effect on the storage modulus. The reduction in both
the back pressure and screw rotation speed results
in a drastic change in G! value of NC-H (comparison of NC-H and NC-14) from 107 to 59 Pa, which
is the lowest among all nanocomposites. The combined effect of back pressure and screw rotation
speed on dispersion is not surprising as these parameters are intimately correlated to the plastication
step and promote a longer residence time [46].
Based on these results it can be concluded that the
optimization of injection molding parameters could
be done as follows. Increasing the shear using high
injection flow rate and increasing the residence
time by improving the plastication step (high screw
rotation speed and mainly high back pressure)
result in higher dispersion degree and thus, better
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mechanical properties. This is confirmed by rheological measurements as the better dispersion (highest G!) is obtained for NC-1 and NC-3, the two samples having these parameters at high level (i.e. Q =
50 cm3/s, BP = 65 bars and SS = 90 rpm).
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5. Conclusions

Injection molding parameters influence the dispersion of clay in PP matrix as attested by the modification of dynamic rheological properties of masterbatch-based melt-mixed PP/clay nanocomposites.
Nanocomposites injection-molded at higher back
pressure, screw rotational speed, injection flow rate
and holding pressure display higher storage modulus and complex viscosity compared to those manufactured with process parameters set-up at lower
level. Such improvement achieved with more severe
injection molding conditions was attributed to optimized dispersion during injection molding.
The effect of the dispersion degree of the nanoclay
on mechanical properties was evaluated. The Young
modulus, the Young modulus and the unnotched
Charpy impact strength were improved when more
severe injection molding parameters were used.
Based on a Taguchi analysis, the influence of the
individual injection molding parameters and of
their interactions on the dispersion was investigated. The injection flow rate and the back pressure
are the most influent parameters because of higher
shear and longer residence time respectively. The
interaction between the back pressure and the screw
rotation speed also has a significant influence.
Dilution of highly concentrated PP/clay masterbatches in neat PP is a very promising way to produce polymer nanocomposites injection-molded
products in industrially viable conditions. However,
the injection molding machine set-up has to take
into account the specificity of the polymer nanocomposites. In particular, the dispersion of the nanoplatelets in the final part is a critical issue that
requires a careful optimization of the injection
molding parameters so as to obtain the expected
properties.
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